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eoitop's note

Spring is that indescribable season where nature transforms herself

slowly into a light -filled earth. Our contributors have felt and responded

to the warm stirrings of spring with poems of love and essays about

people and the ways in which they confront daily situations. All of

these ideas illuminate our world and give spring its meaning.

e.e. cummings best describes the mystery of spring in relation to

an academic atmosphere.

O sweet spontaneous
earth how often have
the doting

fingers of

prurient philosophers pinched
and
poked

thee

, has the naughty thumb
of science prodded
thy

beauty . how
often have religions taken
thee upon their scraggy knees
squeezing and

buffeting thee that thou mightest conceive
gods

(but

true

to the incomparable
couch of death thy

rhythmic

lover

thou answerest

them only with

spring)





I

persona I-. . . . AfteR BeRQirun

There is something in this woman's silence,

like the silence of the sea sucking —
drawing back, catching up my conscience.
And my secrets out of silence.

So, all night over wine I talk to her,

telling of the boys on the naked beach;
floating back through the past of all first dyings.

And this is a death.

I abort myself into the dawning cold
— from womb-self to this sea fog of steel shavings
and silence.

I cannot be certain whether I am broken or melted,

or only kneeling alone on the sea rocks crying,

lost.

4"

a
persona n
In this silence I am safe, laughing behind a mask.
For one moment I was Electra, keening
for my father, for my lost brother.

Then Electra broke and murdered.

I was silent, hiding from my husband and my son.

I would eat them, play Thyestes to my son;

assume Clytamestra's role in justice against

my blind Agammemnon.

But the blood sings in terror;

I have not the certainty for violence.

So, uncertain, I forbid myself the violence of words;

blind my ears to the clamorings of the burning,

and act the part of chair or stone, reflecting window

I let her words drop by drop be swallowed
in my silence. And I am swallowed,
or is it she? One of us is burned;

one is drowned. We wear one mask.

53

KATHLEEN HAVERICK



a WateRmelon WhmL

Smooth

the hard black and brown seeds

are packed in inner city.

Walled by red or pink

of hate,

they hate

the bitter-salt of rind.

The hard white and green shell

sepulchres dark bones.

Who relishes

this summer fruit,

riot on the market?

What has he left

with black spit out

and rind thrown away?

Black might grow again.

White can be pickled or candied.

SISTER MARY NORMAN, C.S.J.
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Liqht in Romeo an& juliet

MARTHA MADDEX

In Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare the concept of love

is light illuminating a dark world. Light in every form is the dominant

image: sun, moon, stars, fire, lightning, the flash of gunpowder, the

reflected light of beauty and love. In contrast to this illumination are

night, darkness, clouds, rain, mist, and smoke.

Both Romeo and Juliet think of the other as light. Juliet is the

sun, and of her Romeo says, "O, she doth teach the torches to burn

bright" (I,v,45). For Juliet, Romeo is "day in night." He will "lie

upon the wings of night, whiter than new snow on a raven's back"

(III,ii,8). Each pictures the other as the stars in heaven, shedding such

brightness as puts to shame the heavenly bodies themselves. This view

is shown in what Romeo says of Juliet:

her eyes in heaven
Would through the airy region stream so

bright

That birds would sing and think it were
not night (II,ii,20).

For Juliet, Romeo not only radiates light, but is the very light itself:

Give me my Romeo; and, when he shall die,

Take him and cut him out in little stars,

And he will make the face of heaven so fine,

That all the world will be in love with

night,

And pay no worship to the garish sun (III,ii,21).

Love is described by Romeo, when he fancies himself in love with

Rosalind, as "a smoke raised with the fume of sighs; / Being purged, a

fire sparkling in lovers' eyes" (I,i,189). Juliet pictures the messengers

of love as a swift, transforming power:

love's heralds should be thoughts,

Which ten times faster glide than the sun's

beams,
Driving back shadows over louring hills (II, v,4).

Both lovers notice the radiating quality of love; Juliet, when she says

that lovers' "own beauties" are sufficient light for them to see by, and



by Romeo, when, thinking Juliet dead, he looks on her and cries, "her

beauty makes/ This vault a feasting presence of light" (V,iii,85).

Caroline Spurgeon states that "Shakespeare saw the story, in its

swift and tragic beauty, as an almost blinding flash of light, suddenly

ignited and as swiftly quenched. He deliberately compresses the action

... to the short period of five days." This sensation of swiftness and

brilliance, accompanied by danger and destruction, is accented again

and again; by Juliet when she declares that their betrothal

is too rash, too unadvised, too sudden,
Too like the lightning, which doth cease to be
Ere one can say 'It lightens' (II,ii,118);

and by Romeo and Friar Lawrence who both make repeated use of the

image of the quick destructive flash of gunpowder. In fact, Friar Lawrence

sums up the entire play:

These violent delights have violent ends,

And in their triumph die; like fire and powder
Which as they kiss consume (II,vi,9L.

Lord Capulet carries on the idea of light as symbolizing love,

youth, and beauty, and of the clouding of the sun for grief and sorrow.

When he finds Juliet weeping, supposedly for the death of her cousin

Tybalt, he comments,

When the sun set, the air doth drizzle dew;
But for the sunset of my brother's son
It rains downright (III, v, 127).

Radiant light, sunshine, starlight, moonbeams, sunrise and sunset,

the sparkle of fire, a meteor, candles, torches, sudden darkness, clouds

mist, rain, and night form a background to the play. This is seen in

Capulet 's words above, in Romeo's already quoted description of love,

and in his conception of Juliet' as a "bright angel," "as glorious to this

night/ As is a winged messenger of heaven." (II,ii,27).

The last scene of the play (V,iii) takes place in a dark Churchyard.

Paris and Romeo come with their torches and the darkness is briefly lit.

Paris is slain. Romeo and Juliet kill themselves. The torches are put

out. It is dark once again. Then as day breaks, the mourners gather in

the Churchyard and the Prince says, "A glooming peace this morning

with it brings,/ The sun for sorrow will not show her head" (V,iii,305).



angled SouL

There is hollowness in me for seed of clean-

Black, rock-weight sound. At the angle

of my soul, where time and space, clock-tick screen

and fourteen faces touch, I am water-dull,

Full of womb-warmth and stasis of ice,

Shut silent and still and yielding open in smoothness.

On the walls of the hollow in my core are eyes

That deep-pierce the filling noise. I stand songless

and always I ask, what is your shade?

Do you, black-hard, want songs and water of salt?

Soft-white, will you warm me hollow and afraid?

May I sit here voiceless? Or will the fault

of shouting-song come out? What fulness comes at end?

My angled soul is sharp and will not easily bend.

BARBARA BENEFIEL



to the dame

Ha -

that dame, she thinks she's a

ballerina.

Don't she know the beach ain't a

stage?

There's no one to clap for her drunken

dance —

but me and like folk.

Who's she trying to fool?

dressed in big baggy pants

and stumbling in the sand

She'll fall on her face.

Look at her twist and turn

on the sucked out shore,

spinning on empty sand.

Look at her leap while the

water swishes — and grabs her

toes.

Hey-

that dame, maybe she is a ballerina!

LAURIE BRASS
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Undset's Seasons in Reverse

MARIA GUTIERREZ

When the relationship between man and woman follows a natural

course, the spiritual unfolding and union of the couple symbolizes and

parallels the annual cycle of the seasons. We think of youth as spring,

maturity as summer, old age as autumn, and death as winter. In Sigrid

Undset's tetralogy, The Master of Hestviken, this analogy takes an

unusual turn in the lives of Olav Audunsson Ingunn Steinfinnsdatter.

The relationship and love between this couple move through four distinct

periods. And each of these periods has a symbolic representative in the

seasonal cycle.

The four-fold movement which represents the growing union of

Olav and Ingunn does not, however, follow the usual spring, summer,

autumn, winter pattern. Rather, the seasons advance in a reverse cycle —

counterclockwise from spring through winter to autumn and finally to a

summer which looks back upon the first spring and hints toward a new

one. Four major scenes in the teralogy correspond to this seasonal

motion, depicting, first, Olav and Ingunn in the spring of their years

when youth paints a green world alive with the promise of a happy and

fulfilled future. The second scene is winter, dark beneath the cold

shadow of unrepented sin — the cause of the reversal. In the third scene

a lonely Olav reflects from the amber mood of autumn back upon the

unfulfilled promise of spring. And the fourth scene concludes the cycle

in summer's warmth and maturity. This scene realizes Nature's promise

and renews Olav's hope for a new, spiritual, and joyful spring.

The first scene focuses upon a new life arising within Olav and

Ingunn — the fresh and naked life of youth. The couple are in the woods

close to green nature. Being in this way a part of the setting, they are

moved by th^ same natural surge which moves within the surroundings.
1 'There welled up again in Olav more powerfully than before that new

^Sigrid Undset, The Master of Hestviken, tr. Arthur G. Chater

(New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1963), in four volumes. Further refer-

ences will be to this edition.
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feeling that they were adrift — that something which had been was now

gone forever; they were drifting toward the new and unknown" (1:40).

This "new feeling" is that of spring breaking the surface. Olav and

Ingunn move from a child relationship to a deeper and more meaningful

appreciation of one another.

Spring with its unfolding and greenness draws life together, and in

this same way the young couple find themselves drawn together by a

force which moves within and without. They become aware of life through

the new wonder of their relationship. This human awareness and wonder

finds its counterpart and enhancement in Nature's rebirth. "The raw

chill of the pathway that went through their wet shoes, the sunshine that

poured warmly over them, the strong blended smell that they breathed in,

the little sounds of the afternoon — they seemed to be aware of them all

with the senses of one body" (1:40). The newness and bursting forth of

spring symbolizes the motion of love. Surrounded by the innocence and

promise of this season, Olav and Ingunn physically consummate their

spiritual union. The haste of their action brings about the first chill

and warns of an approaching winter. Yet the couple look forward to an

early realization of spring's promised maturity and happiness.

At this point a transition takes place; the annual cycle symbolically

reverses with the reversal in the four-fold stages of the couple's life.

This change in motion is caused by three sins: Olav's slaying of Ingunn's

cousin, Einar; Ingunn's violation of her unbreakable union with Olav; and

Olav's slaying of Teit, the man who causes Ingunn's fall. These violent

acts, committed in the spring of their years, upset Nature's course and

bring an unexpected winter upon Olav and Ingunn.

In the second scene the couple are revealed in apparent prosperity

and happiness. They are now married, attempting to recapture spring's

"purity by validating their relationship. The winter begins mildly, affect-

ing Ingunn more than Olav. Unable to reconcile her present life with her

sin, Ingunn becomes a human image of this infertile winter. "Every

trace of her beauty was so utterly destroyed. No one . . . could imagine

that this middle-aged, faded wife had once been fair" (2:184). While

Ingunn is the physical representative of winter, Olav is the spiritual one.

Though inseparably bound, the couple seem distant under the dark shadow

of sin. The once blossoming love lies silent under winter's cold. But,

even in this, spring's promise recurs. "Another vision appeared — a

great bog, pale with rime, grass and heather frosted and white ... he

could tell that as the day wore on, the sun would break through" (2:134).

As winter intensifies, Ingunn dies, releasing Olav from the physical

presence of the life-depriving love she has become. Yet the union of

spring transcends death and remains to live within Olav through autumn
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and summer. "A sigh went through the woods as the firs shed their

snow . . . the cold scent from the fields and the sea brought the first

reminder of springtime and growth" (2:179). Olav is alone and again a

part of Nature's setting, but the green woods of spring are now dark and

cold. Yet Olav is one with his dead wife, so that even in separation from

her, he must carry not only his own guilt but also the burden of Ingunn's

sin.

With the reverse cycle of seasons, autumn descends upon the third

scene. The tense cold of the couple's winter gives way to the peace of

of an amber fall. "The yellow leaves of the aspens rustled gently . . .

and the path was brightened by fallen leaves. A raw breath rose from the

ground ... as always in autumn" (3:92). Like this season of transition,

Olav is also experiencing a change in his relationship with his dead

partner. Autumn's peace aids him in seeing his life with Ingunn from a

point of mature reflection. Olav has traveled through spring's awakening

and winter's sleep to find himself on a middle path of realization and

acceptance.

The amber mood of autumn envelopes Olav in its sad serenity.

Like the dying Nature, Olav's spirit and vitality seem to fade under the

growing burden that he carries. "There was nothing left but to peer into

his own despair" (3:144). The melancholic resignation of this season

symbolizes Olav's spiritual condition. He still carries the triple guilt of

his and Ingunn's sins; yet the movement is not Olav's alone — Ingunn

penetrates through their separation to move with him to the final stage of

their life and the cycle.

In the fourth scene Olav is finally able to see through the haze

that his life has become. It is summer, and the sun makes all visible.

"The sun was shining again and the woodland gleamed, green and blue,

fine after its bath" (4:98). Olav is alone in a green bower, similar to

the bowers that he and Ingunn played in as children, when Ingunn appears

to him in a dream. "Her white face was also perfectly motionless; she

gazed at him with a strange, beseeching look . . . time seemed to be no

more" (4:97). The ugliness of their sins and the horror of their life

vanish in the remembrance of youth and love. Spring and summer unite

and complement one another, yielding a mature Olav who in spirit becomes

the fulfillment of the promise.

Appropriately, Olav dies in the last season of the cycle. Through

his life, retribution has been made for his and Ingunn's sins. The promise

of spring is realized in the warmth of summer. And from this realization,

another promise emerges — a promise of a new and more perfect spiritual

spring in which Olav and Ingunn will once again be united in youth and

love. "Then the very rays from the source of light broke out and poured

13



down over him. For an instant he stared with open eyes straight into the

eyes of the sun, tried even, wild with love and longing, to gaze yet

deeper into God" (4:302). The movement of the seasons ends with

summer when life is ripest — Olav and Ingunn are now complete.

The tetralogy has rotated from youth and promise through wintry

desolation to maturity and fulfillment. The seasons in analogy to the

four-fold development between Olav and Ingunn act as the advancing

force in The Master of Hestviken. As symbols of the stages in the

couple's life, the seasons move in a reverse cycle, rotating from spring

to winter, back to fall, and then to summer. In spring, Olav and Ingunn

discover the swelling of love within themselves, reassurred and encour-

aged by the season's promise. In winter the couple face cold punishment

for their sins. Autumn portrays a lonely Olav who carries a triple guilt

of sin. And in summer, spring's promise is finally fulfilled.

Olav and Ingunn, through the symbolic movement of Nature, have

fused so completely that their union transcends the limits of time and

space. The love which envelops the couple is a love unique in depth

and perception, yet it is a tragic love which brings them a life of melan-

choly and searching. When summer reveals them in completion, an

important vision reasserts itself — the promise of a new spring which

begins with Olav's death and union with Ingunn. Thus, as Olav and

Ingunn cling to one another with a strength that surpasses Nature, their

lives unfold in parallel to the seasons in reverse.
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OveR Re6 Wine

and dinner

There were whole red worlds

before we became —

Embers of crouching eyes that peer

Timed years

Into the fires that went before man,

Into the black holes where the cool air

Streaming from unseen veins stretched

To the warm above —

Into the fires that rose in the sea and cut

The chaos of the black thunder waves

Into the fires that hung

Over the first scene of shadows on a wall

Into the fires that kept the springing eyes

Away —

There were whole red worlds before

You and I became

And I peer now into embers

Of crouching eyes that timed years ago

Lit fires past

Into the whole red world that

We became.

LINDA CAGGIANO
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the Biq tent

Under purple awnings they sit —

three old men, a clown, and a ballerina.

The ballerina is old, her skin drawn and yellowed.

Pressing rose petals to her painted cheeks she remembers

petal-soft skin

and silken swirls of hair

falling, cascading, rippling to her waist,

soft as the miller's wing

and the color of honeyed sun.

Her pink satin slippers, frayed and gray,

scuffle in the dirt a dance that has

no dimensions.

Next to the faded ballerina sits the blue-eyed clown,

stroking the G string of a broken mandolin. He muses

and hears echoes of cannon-booming applause

child-bubbling laughter

the galloping song of the calliope

the trumpeting blast of a three-toed elephant.

In the back pocket of his blue striped pants

is a red rubber balloon,

a dead balloon that has lost its shine.

It once made a small boy crow and clap his hands.

A happy child makes a happy clown.

The blue-eyed clown sighs, and plucks the G string

of a broken mandolin.

16



Three old men sit in the shade of the purple awnings

yellow bones of memory, jointed and fleshed.

Three old men in baggy pants, smelling

of closed up rooms and fried potatoes.

What are they thinking about?

a man on a flying trapeze,

pendulating from platform to platform

shiny-teethed tigers pacing their cages

dancing elephants

hot dogs on sticks and

sawdust in the rings

clowns and balloons and dancing brown bears

the circus is in town!

Barnum and Bailey every August until

one summer August the boy

lets go the string of the shiny balloon

and chases after a girl with loose-flying hair

a girl with silken swirls of hair

and milk-satin skin

soft as a dandelion gone to seed

a kiss of wild strawberries

a sharing of sun.

What do old men think of when blue-

eyed clowns pluck the strings of a broken mandolin?

LAURIE BRASS
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Once Upon & niushRoom

SISTER JAMES MARIEN, CSJ

Once upon a time in the nearby land of Garden, something quite

remarkable took place. It all centered around a shy little fellow named

Herman Caterpillar.

As he says: "I come from an ordinary ail-American caterpillar

clan. Papa's people date back to the arrival of Twistopher Twumblus
at Garden's gate, and Mama comes from native stock." (This means that

her family originally lived in the bed of Stock and Snap-dragons.)

Herman usually is quiet about his family, but his brothers, Therman

and Ferman, are quite the opposite. They delight in telling their family

history to any listener.

"Did you know that it was our family that first found the roses'

beds here in Garden?" asks Therman.

"After all," inserts Herman, "why shouldn't we? The first bush

thrust its roots through our living room wall."

"Now, Herman," says Ferman, "don't be petty. We were first

regardless of details. Besides, we should remember that we are special,

because as a unit we have more feet than any other family in Garden."

"But think of all the shoe leather and corn pads needed for eighty

feet each month," adds Herman. "I was reading in the Animal Land

Journal about the theory of Professor Iris I. Knu. She contends that if

we alternate the use of our feet, using only half of them every week, we

could cut expenses."

"Oh, Herman," cried Therman and Ferman in unison, "why must

you always have your nose buried in those journals? You should come

out and play like an ordinary teen-age caterpillar." Saying this, they

picked up their roller skates and went outside, disgusted with their intel-

lectual brother.

Herman too decided to go out. Only his companion would be a

good book. He put on his hat and sweater, laced up his eight pairs of

walking shoes, took a large book on Natural History from the shelf, and

walked out the door.

He went only a short distance, when he looked for a place to sit

18



down. The blades of grass were too slender and flimsy to lean against,

while the elm was too wide, cutting off all light. Finally he spied a

mushroom and settled himself against its stalk. He took out his bifocals,

opened to chapter one, and began to read.

Suddenly, up hopped a shifty green cricket wearing a derby hat.

"Howdy pal! How'd ya like to play a little game of cards?"

"No, thank you," replied Herman politely. "I'd rather read."

"Why ya wanta do something like that?"

"So I can learn about things outside of Garden. Why I was just

reading about a flying insect called a butterfly. We don't have anything

like him in Garden."

"I see," said the unseeing cricket. "See ya round, Square."

Soon, a lizard slid up next to Herman, and smacked him with its tail.

"Scram, Sam, this is my shade spot," said the rude lizard.

Herman was angry. "I was here first. Besides, I don't see a

reserved sign anywhere, so I don't intend to move." Then Herman calmly

turned the page and began reading chapter two.

"You multi-footed squirt. If I believed in hitting a bug wearing

glasses, you'd really get it." And he slid off through the grass.

Presently an elderly snail crawled up and stared at Herman through

his stalked eyes. Although this made him nervous, Herman tried not to

show it. But after 32^ seconds, it became too much. "It's not polite

to stare," he said.

"Oh, I wasn't staring," replied the snail. "I was merely reflecting

on your idleness, while honest folk are earning a living."

"But I'm only a child," retorted Herman. "I can't work. And

besides, we have laws in Garden against child labor."

"All right," said the snail. "I guess I'm just jealous of this

younger generation, always reading and dreaming of what they'd like to

be instead of what they are. When I was your age I was running races

for a living. You see, I come from a sporting line — cup winners for

thirteen years straight in the 'Circle a Tree Trunk' Contest."

"My, how nice!" remarked Herman.

"Well, I must be on my way, Son. Take care. And don't ruin your

eyes reading all that fine print," said the snail as he slowly withdrew.

"I'm not getting very far with all these interruptions," muttered

Herman. t

"Maybe today's' not your day for reading," said a voice.

"Who said that?" questioned Herman with just a trace of fear.

"Why, me!" said the voice.

"But who are you?"

"What a silly question from such a bright lad. I am me!"

19



"All right," said Herman. "You're you, and I'm me. Now, I'm

under the mushroom, where are you?"

"Above you, silly!"

And looking up, Herman could see a little face peering over the

edge of the mushroom.

"Come on up."

"But how?' ' asked Herman.

"Why, climb up the stalk, and inch along the base, and chin your-

self over the rim."

"Okay!?!"

And Herman, the shy caterpillar, began the biggest adventure of

his life. He took off his sweater and four pairs of shoes G us t to lessen

the weight), and began his ascent. The climb up the stalk was uneventful,

but traveling up and over each gill caused Herman some difficulty.

"Why I'm upside down," he cried. "All of Garden is tipsy."

Of course, Herman realized he might lose his cap and glasses, so

he held on with two of his free feet. He couldn't really inch along, so

he millimetered his way. Once to the rim, a little hand reached over

and gave him a pull.

"Hi, Herman. Quite a trip, wasn't it?"

"Yes, it was," said Herman as he eyed the ' voice'. He looked

like a little boy about V/2 inches tall, and he was dressed in green from

head to toe, with a brown pouch slung over his left shoulder.

"You seem to know me," said Herman, "but who are you?"

"My name is Peter."

"Do you live in Garden?"

"No, I live far away from here in Beyond. I'm the son of the Magic

King there."

"You're from outside the gate?"

"Right! Gates don't hold me. In my pouch I have two wings. With

them on, I'm free as a butterfly."

"I've just been reading about them. I wish I could be one."

"Really?"

"Oh, yes!"

"Well, I could help you, but it would mean that you wouldn't be

just an ordinary caterpillar."

"I could never come home?"

"Oh, I didn't say that, but you could never look like your brothers

again. Are you still game?"
"What do I do?"

"Well, first you have to take these two pills."

"Will they hurt?" asked Herman, fingering them.

20



"Oh, no! Don't worry!"

So Herman took the pills, without water like he always needed

when he took aspirin for Mama, and fell fast asleep. He began to dream

of Beyond and all he could see and do. He wanted to ask Peter about

the wings, but when he tried to wake up, he found himself all wound up

in a tight white web like a ball of yarn. He was frightened, but he slept

some more.

Time passed, and Herman awoke, but he was still enmeshed in

his white tangle. He felt very strange, like something was happening

both inside and outside him. And then he began to itch. His head itched,

his back itched, and all eight pairs of legs itched, but he couldn't scratch.

He heard Peter's voice. "Are you awake, Herman?"

"Yes, I'm awake, but what's happening to me? I feel like I'm

being changed."

"You are fellow. That's what you wanted. A caterpillar has to

itch if he wants to be free. Just be patient."

"Peter, I itch something terrible. Is that a good sign?"

"It sure is. It means that the process is almost over. Relax."

So Herman relaxed. Suddenly he didn't itch quite so much, and

when he tried to move, he felt the white web loosen a bit.

"Peter, I think I'm done."

"So do I, Herman. Let me help you."

Herman could see his friend now, and he felt Peter's hands pulling

away the mesh.

"My, you're really something, Herman. You have all the colors of

the rainbow, and what wings!"

"What are you talking about?"

"Just look at yourself!"

"Yikes!" yelled Herman. "What's happened? I'm all colored and

I'm missing some legs."

"Don't get excited. I told you you wouldn't look like a caterpillar

anymore."

"But what do I look like? A freak?"

"Oh, no, not a freak," laughed Peter. "A butterfly."

"Like in the book?"

"Yes, a butterfly, with two large colored wings, to take you out

of Garden."

"Can I try them?"

"Go ahead, but be careful."

And with that, Herman started to flap.

"Not so jerky," laughed Peter. "Use a smooth motion."

So Herman tried again. He took off, and staggering, flew to a
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nearby rose.

"What fun!" called Herman. "May I show my family?"

"Sure, but come here first and let's take all your paraphernalia

with us."

"All right." And Herman fluttered back to the mushroom. He tied

the laces of the seven extra pairs of shoes together — the three pairs

left on the mushroom, and four pairs on the ground — and flung them over

his shoulder. Peter took the sweater and the book, and they set out.

"There's home!" shouted Herman. He landed at the door and

knocked. Mother Caterpillar answered, and immediately fainted. Papa

ran for his sling-shot, and Therman and Ferman just stared.

"Get out of here, you . . . you . . . thing," shouted Papa.

"But, Papa, I'm Herman."

"Don't try to fool me. My son has sixteen legs and you only have

two."

"Let me explain ..."
Just then Mama came to, and Papa stopped to tell her that this

'thing' said it was Herman. Mama cried.

"Don't cry, Mama," said Herman. "Can't you recognize your own

son

"Look," said Therman, "he has Herman's hat on."

"And his glasses," said Ferman.

"And I have my seven other pairs of shoes here, and my Natural

History Book. Now do you believe me?"

"Son!" cried Mama, as she threw her arms around him.

"Don't crush me, Mama. I'm breakable."

"But what happened?" they all asked together.

Then Herman explained about Peter, the white web, the itching,

and the fact that he was now a butterfly.

"And I'm going to Beyond to see other butterflies."

"It's getting late, Herman. Ready now? asked Peter.

"Sure. Let's go."

"Be a good little cater ..."
"No, Mama, I'm a butterfly now."

"I'm sorry, dear. Be a good little butterfly."

"I will. Goodbye, everybody." "Bye, Herman!"

And Herman and Peter took off over the beds of flowers. Far below,

Herman spied the elderly snail with the stalked eyes staring up at him.

He flew down and yelled in his ear, "It's not polite to stare."

"I wasn't staring, son. I was just reflecting on who and what

you were.

"

"I'm Herman. This morning I was just another caterpillar, but now
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I've become Garden's first butterfly. The caterpillar population is now

less fourteen feet."

"Come on, Herman," called Peter from the gate.

"Goodbye, snail."

"Goodbye, Herman," waved the elderly snail. "What's this young-

er generation coming to, anyway? Butterflies in Garden?!!"
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I Ron Bands of ComfORt

Things that wander

in the night,

that want nothing.

The burning lights

and white breath

that follows us all,

lingering on cold

shop windows,

Looking at colorful candies

and hot pastries,

But want really nothing,

just to look —

pass on.

An owl that's up

and cuckholding her mate,

That wants not security,

not just security, but love.

No strings, nor iron

bands of comfort,

but will sleep content

through daylight and

go loving in the night.

So wise. Such eyes.

Choosing ties of love.

JOCELYN MUNOZ
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lnpenno

These are your gods who have brought you out of

Egypt . . .

and so we worship the golden calf

and the melted rings and the

fear that begins with the squelch

of the stomach

While the golden calf chases us through

the nightmares of the ages

through the alleys of Time

that never cease

through the death of the shades

that never lived

through the chrome and the not so clean ice

and the whine and keen of the cities with their big

buildings and their small fleshy robots

that wind away from six to twelve

And the golden calf chases us through

the terror of the dance

and we chase our tails

like so many city rats and we

worship the golden calf For they say

that these are our gods who have brought us out

of Egypt . . .

LINDA CAGGIANO
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the Light to Color

MARY KELLETT

Virginia Woolf, in her novel To The Lighthouse, pictures life as

she catches it in a moment of time. To the author there are no hard

blacks or whites. Rather, the artist uses colors and lights to illuminate

the personalities of the characters and unify the structure of the novel.

The images of color and light are developed in the three phases of the

novel, through the two main female characters.

To The Lighthouse tells about the Ramsay family, their relations

to each other, and to a small group of their friends. The action of the

novel takes place within the sphere of character interaction and a journey

to the Lighthouse. The color patterns gradually unfold with the character

of Mrs. Ramsay, "that woman in grey" (p. 266), mother of eight children

and the novel's amateur artist, Lily Briscoe, "her Chinese eyes, aslant

in her white, puckered little face" (p. 42). The light pattern reveals the

external structure of the novel as it reproduces the effect of a light beam

from the Lighthouse. The first section of the novel resembles a long

ray of light, the second section contrasts with a space of darkness, and

the third section resumes like a shorter ray of light.

The first and longest section of the novel "The Window represents

an extended light beam. Mrs. Ramsay wills the world of her family, as

it exists in their remote house on the Island of Skye, to remain still and

not pass away.

She saw the light again . . . she looked at the steady
light . . . which was so much her, yet so little her,

which had her at its beck and call (p. 99).

Mrs. Ramsay chooses to sustain "the steady light" of human order as

she presides over her family with a calm efficiency and perception.

She is the first character in the novel to reflect on the light beam from

Virginia Woolf, To The Lighthouse (New York: Harcourt, Brace

and Company, 1955). All references to this novel are from this edition.
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the Lighthouse.

Turning she looked across the bay, and there, sure
enough, coming regularly across the waves first two
quick strokes and then one long steady stroke, was
the light of the Lighthouse (p. 94).

Mrs. Ramsay represents the spirit of life, the inward light which shines

out "as daylight fades , and the blue goes out of the sea (p. 100).

She is the source of energy creating a human situation, "she only knew
this is white or this is red" (p. 179).

As Mrs. Ramsay's character is revealed in "one long steady

stroke" she is connected with three colors. She thinks in the color red,

"she knew . . . red" (p. 179). Mrs. Ramsay exemplifies the straight-

forward clarity of the color blue, in her reflection of words, "like little

shaded lights, one red, one blue . . . which lit up in the dark of her

mind" (p. 178). Mrs. Ramsay dresses in the serenity of the color grey,

"a lady in a grey cloak" (p. 205); and uses light plus nature to make
grey her feelings.

The light in the garden told her . . . and something
grey in the leaves conspired together, to rouse in her

a feeling of anxiety (p. 94).

In the first novel section, Virginia Woolf paints Mrs. Ramsay "the

long steady stroke" in colors of red, blue and grey. When the primary

colors of blue and red are combined the result is purple. Add grey to

this mixture, and a soft purple, suggesting the maturity of the color, is

achieved. Soft purple is the color Lily Briscoe, the amateur artist and

friend of the Ramsay family, uses to paint Mrs. Ramsay. Lily begins

her painting in the first section of the novel and does not finish it until

the final section. In her picture, Lily Briscoe paints "Mrs. Ramsay
reading to her son James" (p. 81), indicated by "the triangular purple

shape" (p. 81). Lily's reason for using purple is to portray Mrs. Ramsay
as a woman "in this case . . . famous for her beauty" (p. 81). It is

interesting that Virginia Woolf selects the color purple, often associated

with royal dignity, to depict Mrs. Ramsay in the eyes of an artistic admirer.

Lily Briscoe's character also unfolds in relation to color. However,

this illumination of Lily is indirect, as the color does not describe her

person, rather her painting. It is through the colors of the artist that

Lily is portrayed. Lily, who refuses to get married, tries to express

her sense of reality in terms of color and form.

scraping her palette of all those mounds of blue and
green which seemed to her like clods with no life in

them now, yet she vowed, she would inspire them,

force them to move, flow, do her bidding tomorrow (p. 76).

In this passage Lily uses colors of blue and green, suggesting a fairly
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calm or confident attitude toward her painting. However, when Lily

first begins wrestling with her painting of Mrs. Ramsay, sitting on the

steps, the colors are "bright violet and staring white" (p. 31). The
starkness implies an element of uncertainty about her art and her subject.

The second section of the novel "Time Passes" alternates from

the long ray of exposure to the family and friends of Mrs. Ramsay, to a

space of darkness. "But what after all is one night? A short space,

especially when darkness dims so soon" (p. 192). This section gives

an impressionistic rendering of the change and decay which the house
suffers, when War prevents the Ramsay family from visiting the island,

"immense darkness began" (p. 189), and "the house was left; the house

was deserted" (p. 206).

The Lighthouse in this section becomes essential to the color

pattern, because nothing has color without the light from the Lighthouse.

Mrs. Ramsay, "having died rather suddenly" (p. 194), has taken the

color of human warmth out of the house. Virginia Woolf employs light

beams to create color in this dark vacuum.

When darkness fell, the stroke of the Lighthouse, which
had laid itself with such authority upon the carpet in

the darkness . . . came now in softer light . . . and
came lovingly again (p. 200).

In addition to the light which "came lovingly" over the landscape, the

only other mention of color in this section is connected with Mrs. Ramsay.

Even though Mrs. Ramsay is dead, her memory is brought to atten-

tion by Old Mrs. McNab, the charwoman, who has charge of the house.

Mrs. McNab affixes the color yellow to Mrs. Ramsay, when she thinks of

her gardening, "in that grey cloak" (p. 208).

She could see her now, stooping over her flowers; and
faint and flickering, like a yellow beam or circle at

the end of a telescope (p. 205).

Virgina Woolf subtly chooses the color yellow to add to the purple vision

of Mrs. Ramsay that Lily Briscoe painted. The color yellow further

expresses the necessity of light to illumine color in the dark void of

memory and time.

The third and final section of the novel, "The Lighthouse" begins

with the remnant of the Ramsay family and guests, about ten years after

the original visit to the island. The external form of this section repre-

sents a return from darkness to a light beam. The difference between

the first light ray and the second, is that the latter is the shortest.

Virginia Woolf selects the short light beam to demonstrate the intense

character relations.

The color patterns resume with Lily Briscoe's return to her original
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painting. Lily remembers the painting she had begun on her first visit

to the island, "she saw her canvas as if it had floated up and placed

itself white and uncompromising directly before her" (p. 234).

Lily's colors over the years have changed from "the bright violet

and staring white" (p. 31), to the softer, mellower colors of blue and green,

something she remembered in the relations of those

lines cutting across, slicing down, and in the mass of

the hedge with its green cave of blues and browns

(p. 234).

Lily is left alone to sustain the warmth and steadiness of Mrs. Ramsay's

light beam. Virginia Woolf skillfully equips Lily with the colors of blue,

green and brown, in contrast to white and violet. This calm color pattern

suggests Lily's attempt to substitute for "that woman in grey" (p. 266),

"Mrs. Ramsay . . . faded and gone" (p. 260).

The painting becomes clear to Lily, as the colors flow more easily,

and she penetrates the meaning of the Ramsay family's relationship to

each other and the entire setting. As Lily paints, adding colors of blues

and greens, she begins to lose consciousness of her surroundings.

Her mind kept throwing up from its depths, scenes,
and names, and sayings, and memories . . . like a

fountain spurting over that glaring, hideously difficult

white space, while she modelled it with greens and
blues (p. 238).

The colors seem to provide Lily with a tool she can use to remember and

associate events and people. The colors spring from a fountain of mem-

ory, as the light glares from the Lighthouse.

The remainder of the Ramsay family ventured on their journey to

the Lighthouse, an expedition planned in the first section of the novel.

Lily Briscoe remains on the Island to recreate the perception that Mrs.

Ramsay had at the beginning of the novel. Lily sees, "there was a

brown spot in the middle of the bay. It was a boat" (p. 270). The

addition of brown to Lily's canvas as the final color, suggests many

things. Brown is a combination of several colors; colors used throughout

the novel to relate the characters. Brown suggests the picoon^p f jy[rs

Ramsay, as she sheds her calm light. The color brown also suggests

something that has been exposed to light for a long time. The story of

the Ramsay family is exposed to the light of the Lighthouse, and is

influenced directly by the light beams. The mastery of Virginia Woolf

comes out in the selection of the color brown, as the final, concluding

color to Lily's painting.

Color is important at the end of the novel, as the final device of a

melting pot of characters. The light becomes essential as a medium

through which the color is achieved. "The Lighthouse had become almost
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invisible, had melted away into a blue haze" (p. 308). No longer are the

colors in the novel singular and descriptive, rather they have blended

into a "haze"

Lily Briscoe sees her canvas clearly for a second before drawing

the final line. The line suggests that the blurring of colors and light is

bound up with Lily's vision of characters and their relation to each other.

The colors "white" and "violet" have melted into a "blue haze" and

Lily completes her painting in light of the vision which finally comes to

her. The vision enables Lily to see, for a moment, the significance of

the dead Mrs. Ramsay, the Ramsay family and the physical scene in

front of her. At the moment the Ramsay's boat lands at the Lighthouse,

Lily experiences a sense of understanding and has the vision which

enables her to complete her picture. She looks at her canvas, and with

sudden intensity, "she drew a line there, in the centre. It was done; it

was finished" (p. 310).
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as Icarus

We hung ballooned between

The glass and wire-fragile pair of wings.

And that sprawling splat of concrete and

Bumper to bumper people

Spread under —

Valleyed between animal humped and haired ridges

And the lace-edged sea

Lit over by the blue and forever

Endless worst of all wind tunnels

That was calmed now by the yellow grip

Of sun that eyed its way over the world

And into our cocoon

Making it impossible to hide.

And since then this city is forever flatly dulled

And smaller than before —

We escaped the shattered plunge, the fall of life

From that bright globe, that dome,

But perhaps we still flew too near the sun.

LINDA CAGGIANO
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the joB-poem

KATHLEEN HAVERICK

The beginning light, glancing in the three eastern arches drew

rectangular shadows on the stone floor. Jared, the scribe, glancing up,

measured the shadow and then carefully wound the scroll before him

three times into tightness and tied it with a cord. Like the dew shining

on the courtyard, sweat moistened his nose and narrow upper lip; two

fine dents divided his eyebrows. His right hand wound into his cord

belt and with his left hand he pushed himself up. Breathing deeply, he

leaned against the morning coolness of the stone wall and stared out at

the carved white stones, huge and brilliant in the sun, waiting to be

the temple.

His thin muscles eased a little; he wiped his palms and let his

mind pick at a thread of memory. Ah, the scroll — the Babylonian folk

story. He had wanted to work again at piecing it together. His father's

people had copied and preserved two scrolls of the tale. Suddenly a

tumult of sucking, rushing fire ripped his stomach. He felt the sweat

heavily on his eyelids — the tight ache of his knuckles clenched into

his belt — and the fire, terrible, strong, pushing itself into his throat.

Running, staggering he leaned over the low wall of the outside yard. He
retched. The still, white city echoed and ignored the sound; the scribe

closed his eyes and he sat on the wall, tasting bile and feeling ashamed.

Dark eyed and careful as a child carrying a vase, Jared carried

himself back to the scribes' room. It was still early. He found the story

scroll and put it on his desk. Arranging himself before the low table, he

tenderly unbound the dry paper. He smoothed the papyrus, breathing

through his mouth, searching for his place. "There was a blameless and

upright man who lived in the land of Uz . . .

"

The shadows changed, bent themselves on the hard table, his right

hand clutched his belt, then returned to press against his eyes, then to

trace under the writing. Bildad, the youngest scribe, rumpled the silence

with his yawning entry. He stood in front of his desk, handling pens,

waiting for Jared to look up. (Bildad embarrassed him — he talked loudly

of women's breasts that were like ripe pears, and he liked to have Jared
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stand next to him to show off his height.)

Eliphaz belched in between them and shouted blessings for the

morning. Bile tickling his throat and nose, Jared nodded and rolled up

the Babylonian parchment before the legal bickerings could begin. Sophar

rushed in sour-faced, shoulders twitching. "The elders are outraged!

Sacrilege has been committed! Building has been halted!" Eliphaz and

Sophar shouted across the desks at each other — some trouble over Temple

funds. Jared cleared his throat. No one was listening. He went quietly

into the room where the documents were stored. Standing, half-listening

to Sophar's sputterings, Jared sighed. He found the scroll describing

distribution of funds and stood for a moment longer.

When he reentered the scribes' room, he heard Eliphas talking

about some "poor fellow, only a few years older than I am — and he's

never lived really."

Jared, still, stared at the glaring white stones beyond the courtyard

and waited to show them the section on division of revenue. (Lately

Eliphaz, too, annoyed him, always belching sympathies.)

The day spun out into dry heat. Flies landed on their hands and

heads. Eliphaz' grapes drew them. A plan — not thought — grew in

Jared between torts and debating. He watched the shadows soften and

slide around to the other side of the room. The builders, a few elders,

four levites and two beggars had moved in and out, asking; some children

skimmed shrilling across the outside yard. Jared sat carefully still with

one white hand flattened on the passage that would solve the legal

tangle. Now and again he nodded to placate one or the other and calmly,

unthinkingly planned a break in the patterns of his life. He would, per-

haps, leave the city.

A fear, like the fear of giggling boys robbing fruit trees, had sparked

in him. He watched Eliphas expounding on the nobility of working on

the temple and imagined the fat man's fish-mouthed silence at the surprise

of Jared 's plans. Then he felt himself surprised, nearly laughing, at the

idea of being away from the order of the square little desks, the scrolls,

the pens, the discussions, the answered questions and the law. He
had stacked reason and law in patterns like stacking the firm white

blocks. He had copied over the songs of King David and loved best those

that praised the law and those that sang of the city. "Great peace have

those who l<?ve the law," and "Peace, Jerusalem, be within your walls

and security within your towers."

But some recklessness, some slight, moist touch of true fear stirred

him. His stomach hurt him. The light had mellowed, moving west;

shadows were muted and yet the temple stones still stood in brilliance.

Jared watched them and smiled. Yes, he would perhaps leave the city.
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*******

It took three days and handfuls of silver to prepare the journey.

Undeliberating, Jared spent the money, stored dried meats and fruit in

small satchels, hired the guide and withstood Eliphaz' bulging eyes and

questions, Sophar's warning, Bildad's advice. The nearness of the rainy

season or the new legal trouble over Temple funds or the gnawing turmoil

in his own belly quickened the scribe out of the caution of weeks' plan-

ning and frugal action. Three days of collecting debts, finishing scrolls,

buying provisions and never questioning.

Then at dawn, Jared stood in a stable, shivering and slight next

to the man he'd hired until the Atonement Feast. Dampness sat in the

straw. The big man tied bundles on the donkey while Jared squinted his

thin nose at the animal stench and then smiled. Hesitantly he put his

thin hand up to one beast's nose, felt the moist soft warmth — breath and

animal flesh — then the donkey tried to bite him. The guide cleared his

throat in a gruff, wordless warning. Jared stood then at the doorway,

watching the deep dawning blue reflecting in the stone walls of the city.

They walked out of the eastern gate toward the sun and mounted

the donkeys. Two panics sparked in the scribe as he settled himself in

the rug seat — the familiar sucking-up from his stomach and the strange-

ness of being above ground. One hand tangled in his belt and the other

wound into the donkey's short mane, he murmured prayers and kicked at

the beast's sides. In a ragged rhythm the animal stumbled up the rough

path away from the city and Jared swayed on him.

When they reached the summit of the first hill, he had to dismount

to quell the violence in his stomach. Leaning one hand against a tree,

he wiped his neck, steadied himself and looked back on the city. The
small square buildings, the round domes, the walls all stood very careful

in the white light. He stood holding himself cautiously against the

scalding awareness of his stomach and felt a strange annoyance against

the prim, still city. He stared a moment at the gleaming stones, high and

white, waiting for the builders, and then turned to mount his donkey.

For the first hours they traced the eastern hills, winding, bumping

over the oddities of the road. The sun rose to circle over them like a

hawk over its prey. Salty sweat ran in his eyes and down his chin; it

tickled down his back, itched on the inside of his legs. Sour food and

then acrid bile filled his mouth. They had to stop twice for Jared to lean

back against the rocks and rest, steadying his bone frame against the

wild cuttingtides in the pit of him. The big man said nothing. He chewed

something or drank a little wine and gazed off into the valleys or wiped

the animals. But Jared watched the man, looking for a twist of scorn or
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laughter.

A little breeze started up in the afternoon, turning the scribe's

sweat cold on his body. But they were still marching into the sun, now
downhill faster and rougher. Jared rode with his left hand knotted into

his stomach. The guide's huge shoulders rocked evenly with the donkey's

steps; the scribe watched with envy wound in his jogging soreness. The
big man was a strange dull animal - Jared was a vase, fragilely holding

the whole wild sea.

They did not settle for the night until they were in the valley -

closer to the city than when they had first reached the hills. Seeing the

walls above them, Jared laced his forehead in resentment. "The western

road is closer, but full of thieves," the man answered. He hobbled the

animals and made the fire. Nothing more was said.

Stiff and aching, the scribe was hungry for sleep. His nose and

lips were reddened and burning from the day's sun. New small pains

and this unusual weariness lightened him somehow. He ate some cheese

and figs, drank a little wine and waited. The gnawing hurt in his stomach

continued, but no vortex of bile and swallowed food formed pushing

against his throat. He prayed the evening blessing almost gaily and

curled himself in his cloak to rest.

He was dreaming. Lying in the dark scribes' room, between the

desks — Eliphas and Bildad whispering, laughing, the floor cold, hard

stone — tickling warm — they were handling him. He jolted upright,

open-eyed to the last of the fire. The guide was lying next to him,

leaning against him, his big hands on him. Jared ripped himself away,

shocked.

"No? All right," the man shrugged and rolled himself over nearer

the fire. The scribe got up and sat against the rocks. A breeze skimmed

over their camp, touching the tips of his ears and brushing the embers

into a sudden flame. Staring into the fire, aware of the guide's soft

snoring, Jared sat very straight, breathing angrily. The quiet annoyed

him. He almost welcomed the seed-feelings of fire in his stomach, and

then he snuffed, glanced harshly at the sleeping man and was angry again.

In the morning, Jared was stiff from the rock. He ate in silence

and watched the guide as the man sang saddling the animals. Mounting,

they headed west again. The scribe joggled on his donkey and stared

at the man's back rocking before him. He clutched the beast's mane and

resented the easy rhythm of the figure in front of him.

Wordlessly, he half-prayed for some rut or rock to unseat the man
— some blown leaf to halt his donkey in stubbornness. Anything discon-

certing to that solid, easily-rocking form — that evil man. Jared lurched

and bounced. The guide began humming. Jared murmured the Pentecostal
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requirements he had copied and recopied in the scribes' room. The pebbles

collected into miles. As the road grew rougher, the scribe had to struggle

for balance on the donkey and in his stomach. He was breathing through

his mouth, panting and tasting salt. Squinting in concentration, he leaned

on the animal's dusty neck. They had to stop before noon.

As the sun centered in the sky, Jared's mind centered into the

ripping turbulence in his belly. Weak and grey, he tried to wander away
from the man tending the donkeys. His skin — limp, coldly damp; his

bones unsure, the little man crushed one hand into the rocks — pressing

into pain to distract his throat and stomach from the sucking, melting

huge panic that rose in him. With one guilty glance toward the guide he

finally half-fell, leaned over the rocks and the morning's meat and wine,

bitter green bile, rushed up out of him, leaving him shaken, empty — a

damp, bitter cloth.

Legs out, hands balancing, he had to sit childishly on the rough

ground, breathing unevenly, until the panic took him again and he retched

painfully, emptily. The guide stood next to him, putting his two big

hands on Jared's head; the tight hands helped somehow. The scribe

looked down at the ground's sandy pebbles, tasting the acrid bile, feeling

ashamed. Half-lifting him, the man helped Jared over to their packs. He

mixed some chalk and water and gave it to the scribe to drink. Then,

singing, he completely unpacked the donkeys just as if it were evening.

The song, the medicine, and the evil taste in his mouth stirred a

different turmoil in the sick man. He watched his guide as he had watched

the careful, square buildings of the city in that first clean dawn, feeling

an anger for the smug wholeness of the big-boned man-frame as he did

for the calm, still squareness of the city houses.

Next dawn the guide suggested returning east. A fear darker than

the panic of retching or the excitement of stolen fruit kindled and spiraled

through the scribe's consciousness. It impelled him westward. Away
from home — the city, away from the unbuilt temple, his friends, and

away from the land of his father's people. He felt it in him like water in

his ears or like the searing in his stomach. He helped with the saddling

and packing. It repulsed him, but he ate some cheese and meat. This

fear drove him into the sun's path, ever endless pebbly roughnesses in a

rhythm he couldn't learn.

Jared's face was grey under the sun-reddening. The guide stood

studying him, scratching his ear. Then he shrugged. They rode westward

again, and southward. They were past the hilly places, into the wide

plain. The hawk-sun hunted them, but a cool wind came up evenings,

warning that the season was getting late. They drove the animals a little

faster. It went hard on Jared. His stomach was searing with its own
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vulture-fires. Each pebble met by his beast's hoof jarred and billowed

the fire and aching. Slowly the pain had burned a constant anger into him.

They stopped early one evening and the big man left him for a

while, returning finally with some eggs and a small skin full of fresh

milk. Then the man said he must leave. The Atonement Feast was at

hand; their contract was fulfilled. Nodding, stiff, Jared said nothing.

The man packed one donkey, built up the fire, gathered some food and

then stood strangely boyish, and too, large. Then, deliberately, he put

one big hand on the scribe's thin shoulder. "Be welcome master. Shal-

om." He grinned hugely and turned to his donkey, singing. Jared waved

him off into silence and the dark, finding no word to shout or even to

murmur to himself at the man's leaving.

*******

The next day he started away from the dawn sun, alone. He felt

strangely naked on the bare plain without the guide's shadow falling

back on him in the afternoon. But the journeying was the same. Dust

clotted into the salt moisture on his face, clogged his nose and pores;

burned his eyes and made his body itch. Pain twitched in his stomach.

Tiny remembrances itched in his mind.

Without the man's back leading him west, his thoughts went back

to the city, the pens and scrolls and his old friends. The white stones

of the unbuilt temple, the clean-swept floor, the straightened desks in

the dawn light, the courtyards and legal conversations all pleased him

in their order. But the bitter taste of bile reminded the little man of the

disordering of his life that all the law's security did not prevent.

Eliphaz was younger by three years. Yet was he a better lawyer?

A more sinless man? In the searing of the wilderness sun, Jared saw

Eliphaz' puffy face and greasy fingers . The sun heat and pain heat fanned

into another anger. Bildad, vain and licentious, bit at his mind. Sweat

drooled into his eyes; the donkey stumbled. The cool-swept scribes'

room mocked the scribe. Sophar's rasping voice buzzed at his ear again

like a gnat. A lawyer, complaining and trivial, Sophar sought fine words

rather than truth. Eliphaz - gluttonous; Bildad - lustful; Sophar -

ridiculous and petty.

The bitter taste was strangling him. Fumbling, Jared found his

water skin dry except for a dribble that teased down his chin. A dry wind

blew sand around him. The donkey balked and tripped, jarring Jared 's

stomach into new pain. A fiery dry wind was scraping in his mind, behind

his eyes. The swelling of frustrated anger clutched him as the retching

had. He tried to remember an afternoon when he had spoken this anger
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to the other scribes, some sharp rebuke thrown at Eliphaz for his fat

greed, a scolding given Bildad for carelessness or sloth, a warning to

Sophar against verbosity. But his placid past sat quietly adamant, like

white stone. There had been no such afternoon; there had been no anger,

or even notice. Yet, now, cataloguing it, he felt the bitterness of his

justice. He, who'd never made himself sodden and useless with wine,

was without water on a dry plain, while his drunken friends — those

sinful men — sat still in their complacent self-service.

He spat bile from his mouth. The sandstorm was rising; his donkey

seemed blinded. He lost bearings for a moment, searched for rocks or

trees for a camp site. Huddled against the wind, he listened to the

beast's braying, unable to make a fire in all that blowing. Cheese,

barely swallowed, made him sick. The sand had turned his eyes tearful.

Petulantly he crouched over his knees and shouted against the wildly

flying sand. "Glutton!" Why didn't food eat Eliphaz — it was a fit

punishment. Why didn't sand choke Sophar into quiet? He slept finally

and dreamt of the courtyard cool at dawn. Shivering, he sighed and woke

himself. The plain was quiet. In the dark, he could not guess where

Gaza would be or where across the long wilderness, Jerusalem was. He
went to see to the donkey. Wiping sand from the beast, he remembered

his anger, felt weak from it.

He leaned against the warm side of the donkey and let the flaying

inside him die a little. In all the days copying and speaking the law,

back further to the days at home repeating phrases after his father, he

could not remember being so filled, so bitterly possessed by violence —

anger. Nor could he remember feeling a desire to cry in his manhood or

to denounce his life or to call, God's own name — and yet as he leaned

against the warm brush-hide, he ached with these things. Playing absently,

fondly, with the donkey's ear, he yearned to talk with someone. Bildad

had liked to talk with him; he, of course, had never talked much. Living

in the law, the law said everything that he would wish to say. But, now,

under the still hanging stars, he wanted to discuss things. He sat down

next to the donkey, cleared his throat. He tried to tell about the dry

water skin. He recited the Pentecostal requirements. His voice sounded

weak on the open dark. He stood up.

The dragon-days of his youth came back to him. Remembering a

woman they had seen in a doorway, he swam for a second in warmth and

grew confused. Then he laughed; he was getting old to be like Bildad

now. He had spent a chaste youth with some struggle, and then, older,

he forgot desire, had wed the law and lived alone. But warm fondness

like the taste of summer flowers at night, brought her image more clearly

to him. Just beyond some village, in a doorway, calling her children,
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she had been soft-looking. The guide had leered a bit, laughed and then

had called to her. She waved. Near sunset — gold and warm. She would

have given them wine and dinner. Fed them — like her children.

Jared curled against the rocks. His stomach burned dully. A sad-

ness, unnamed, pressed against his throat and eyes. He slept again.

The next day he was lost. Thirsty, sick, a little afraid, he pre-

tended to guide his beast on a sure road. Yesterday's fury was ashes.

The vile taste in his mouth and the dust sticking to his skin were ashes.

An ashen dry despair hung on his cloak and sandals. Murmuring angry

complaints, he felt only the flat complaint of his sick body. "The other

scribes sit comfortably at the desks, copying law — and breaking it,

while I have no peace, or rest — no safety." Yet it was a dull cry — a

comment spoken to the flat sunned land.

The sun-flatness increased but the land was stony again, growing

hilly — reaching downward. Little stones broke the donkey's rhythm,

jarring the scribe step by step with ragged cuts of pain. He had not been

able to eat in the morning. A wind came up carrying strange smells. The

clarity of line of the city's buildings and of the words of the law jarred

in his mind. His anger had exhausted him. The stomach pain ate at him.

Tears came, mingled with sweat on his cheek; he chewed at his lip;

spitting often to free his mouth from the sourness. He had to dismount.

Air was moister here, at this plateau's edge. He stood in the empty

place retching.

He thought of stopping, but was lured on by some trees on a jutting

cliff a short way ahead. There would be fresh water — he had found only

a little bitter pool earlier. Then, huge and strange — he found it, out

below the rocks. Flatter and broader than any plain was this expanse of

blue-grey sea. Silently, it stretched to the end of sight and earth, its

white mouth gobbling and regurgitating the land — gently. The donkey

flicked its ears and laughed beast-fashion. Both arms hugged the animal's

neck, and Jared clutched at his balance and shouted loudly from a deep,

unreasoned gladness.

An hour he searched for an easy downhill path and finally ended

stumbling down a steep road that shredded him into screaming fires of

pain. At the bottom, in a wild grove before the beach, he let himself

fall from the donkey. He fell into a white strange sleep.

When he awoke, the donkey still bearing saddle and bundles was

champing on the weeds; they were lusher than desert thistles. And Jared

found a child sitting near him. She was very small and fair — necessarily

a Galilean. It was unusual so far south. Bit-eyed, staring and thin, she

barely breathed. The scribe stared back, breathing slowly, delaying the

moment when he would have to frighten her into movement, deciding how
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to ask for assistance. Carefully, the little girl put out one hand and

patted his face. Jared smiled and tried to pull himself. The girl patted

him again and said, "No, no, Grampa is coming."

She's just a baby. What is she doing here, Jared thought, closing

his eyes. He felt himself drifting back into that funnel of deep sleep,

only interrupted by slices of pain when there was a man's voice. Em-
barrassed at being found lying on the ground, Jared struggled up. One

man, Samson-tall, wiry and bearded, stood before him and caught him as

he fell forward. The old man lifted Jared in his arms as if he were a

child, and carried him down to a fisherman's house. The room smelled

of the sea — green, damp, of sea plants and fish. The man put the scribe

on a bed and brought him a little wine. He had barely swallowed it when

he had to retch. Shaking his head, the old man wiped Jared's face.

"Sleep," he said. The scribe's last drifted thought was that the people

were foreign — they spoke as Israelites, but accented, and they spoke

little.

*******

It was a long sleep — deep, forgetful, and then uneasy with fever.

The stranger bathed him, tried to get him to drink. Through his dreams,

Jared felt the needle-fly of pain — piercing here and there — finally

prodding him into wakefulness. The fresh light of new day shocked him

a little; he tried to get up. The grandfather came to the bedside. "No.

Not yet. You need to rest a while." He brought Jared some goat's milk

and then sat by him to watch him drink it. The scribe felt quick distrust

for the milk; but it rocked in the bowl — heavy and white. It was warm

and sweet in his parched mouth. After a wave of uneasiness, it stayed

in his stomach nourishing him.

Then he fell back suddenly feeling his weakness. The old man's

face floated over him — beaten and gnarled like the storm-twisted trees

on the cliff. He sat silently, watching the scribe. Jared coughed, and

named himself. The man nodded but asked nothing. With no explanation

of the day or their strange meeting, they sat looking at each other. Jared

stared boldly; he felt fear at the man's huge face and hands. This stranger

had lifted him up like a shepherd's lamb and tended him. Yet his face

was harsh and sad. His words were kind, but his voice was deep and his

speech foreign-sounding; now he was silent. Jared grew uneasy. He

swallowed quickly and hesitantly smiled as he studied the man's wild

straggling beard and his mane of hair. He tried to meet the stranger's

eyes, but their fierceness cowed the scribe. Then suddenly the fisherman

rose, and gently as a woman he covered Jared and said, "Sleep. There
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is still fever. I must go to the nets."

For the first days, Jared did not notice the child nor did he question

himself much about the old man. He slept, dreaming of his boyhood and

then of the scribes' room. When he woke, day and night were tangled; he

could not remember whether he had reason to fear the man or if he had

dreamed the care given him by this stranger.

After a while his dreams became vaguer and patterns grew around

him. Warm milk in the morning; the child's laughter, the clank of goat

bells marked evening, and each night the fisher sat mending nets or

doing some work with his long hands in the firelight as Jared ate warm

meal and mild cheese. The scribe noticed one morning that the child

whispered in the house and he felt ashamed. But he had to admit to

himself that his journey had wearied him; even in his sleep he felt the

pain in his stomach.

As the fever lessened, his mind focused on the room around him.

The sea made a constant sound. In the mornings and after night-fall,

Jared could smell the thick dampness and he wondered if the rains had

come yet to Jerusalem. He sat up a little longer each day and the grand-

father came and sat by him each night for a few hours. Fear sifted away

from familiarity. And seeing the little girl, Michol, come in one evening

perched giggling on the gruff man's shoulders, Jared decided to try to

make conversation that night.

He started clumsily with the weather and asked about the fishing.

But after first looking surprised, the old man seemed glad to talk — and

anxious to hear stories of the city. That night and then each following

night, the men handled and traded old stories, the tastes of rains fallen

years ago. Jared pressed his memory for tales that Eliphaz had chewed

over from his association with rich men and merchants, or that Bildad

had brought home from the city gates. The old man's long gaunt face

rippled and stretched marvelous ly with laughter. They grew tired and

full from laughter and sat quietly like men after a banquet satisfied with

the lingering tastes of their talk.

During the days, when Jared would remember it, the man's laughter

shocked him — his face was twisted for something different from merriment.

Michol danced in and out dragging bits of drift wood, seaweed

bulbs, and handfuls of flowers from the grasses above the flat sands.

She played w jth the sea-bits on the floor, prattling and singing to herself.

Jared found delight in watching her, was sorry when she trotted outside

again trailed by her big dog.

The place was peaceful, but a sorrow hung in the sick man. The
anger he had learned in the journey waited in him, as he waited for

strength to return to him and watched.
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The grandfather fished in the mornings, stretching his long arms

into hard thick ropes to pull the nets in from the sucking grey waters.

Watching from the doorway, Jared breathed in the damp air, feeding on

its thickness and on the old man's strength. The fisher's sculptured

gauntness, his blowing, straggly beard, the rush and roll of the sea waves,

the pull of muscles hauling at nets, the flopping, shining fishes, all

pleased the weak man. As the days passed he spent more time sitting

outside where he could see the animals and the waves and watch Michol

running at play.

No longer jolted by journey, the fires in the scribe's belly had

lowered a little. Still he sat looking out at the sun flame on the blue

water-roughness, feeling the pain play in him. And at night the old man

had often to give him wine and herbs that drugged him into sleep. He

was stronger. But the fury taught him by the constant hanging sun, and

the road's rocks had soured. Michol, white, nearly transparent in the

noon light, chirped and clapped for her dancing dog and the bright leaping

of the water over rocks. Jared, more bitter than bad wine, sat watching her.

In order to have stories to tell in the evening, the scribe let his

mind wander Jerusalem again. He tried to remember the details of Sophar's

argument with the three elders over the Temple funds. He described the

white marble, brilliant in the light. And the old man nodded and rubbed

his hands together in agreement and delight. Even this somehow saddened

the scribe. The purple of Eliphaz' grapes, the iridescence of flies'

wings, the prim perfect buildings — burned Jared's memory worse than

the pain in his stomach burned. And the songs and laws caught in his

throat as he tried to repeat them — to impress the country-man with the

grandeur a scribe of Jerusalem copied. His own sentiment surprised him

as the fierce man's laughter had. Not regret, but a taste of acrid fury

twisted through his memories; this and his long speeches seemed strange.

One long night, with Michol's soft breathing rustling the still air,

her grandfather was stirred to tell his own sad memory. In Gaza, the

Philistine city, the old Jew had prospered and grown famous. "When I

went out to the gate of the city, the young men saw me and withdrew, and

the aged rose and stood. The friendship of God was on my house. I had

seven sons and three comely daughters and wealth enough in them, but

my lands and herds prospered, too, and I dwelt like a king among his

troops."

Jared sat quietly, his mind full of listening, while pain furrowed

his forehead now and again. He nodded. The old man stared up at the

ceiling, telling his story as if it were a tale he had learned from a stranger.

"I was a father to the poor and I searched out the cause of him

whom I did not know. My justice was like a robe and a turban. And I
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thought, 'I shall die in my nest, my glory fresh with me, my sons around

me."

In the fire's orange light, Jared watched the old man tell of his

good days — the strength of his sons, the number of his animals and the

joyful beauty of his wife. Then, the story turned.

"Like a sudden simoom rushing out of the desert, disease came to

my city — a hideous sickness with boils and fever, bringing quick death.

The Philistines tried in vain to placate their gods with great sacrifices.

Death-fear ate at the people's minds and in their panic they turned against

all who did not worship their gods:"

The old man had grown hoarse. Jared floated between scalding

sorrow and careful indifference. He felt his stomach's pain, wiped his

hand over his face to certify his separateness in the dark room. Then,

again he put his hand to his face in the frustration that was branching

in him.

"But couldn't you have left the city?"

"Yes, yes. But Abia — our youngest — was taken sick. We could

not travel. Then the oldest boys were killed by the people." He stood

up — tall and gaunt in the room's dark. "When all our children and their

children were dead, my wife would not leave the city." The old man

drew in a long breath. "Michol," he said. "Her name was Michol, after

the first king's daughter." His face was quiet, carved — with tears

streaming down the rutted skin.

Jared wanted to speak. The grandfather sat down again and said,

"She died then."

The scribe leaned back, suddenly worn — exhausted. "Michol?"

he asked.

"I found her. She is not of my family. We are a darker people.

But she is of my breath, if not of my flesh."

The dawn started. The men sat together a moment, and then before

the light could catch them the old man stood, shook himself and went

out to the beach. After a bit, Jared fell asleep, mulling over in his mind

the last part of the Babylonian tale that told of a man tested and restored

— and thinking it all untrue.

When he woke again thunderclouds had swallowed the sky. The

sea and air were still, preparing violence. The scribe felt himself

quiet and grey. Only his torn stomach railed as usual. His mind was

stiff and full; he did not think of the old man's story. Alone in the house

he sat up in bed and put his fingers carefully up to his face. He felt the
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hollows and pouches of stubbled skin that stretched over jaw and skull —

his fingers searching for some of that sad fierceness that was twisted

into the old man's eyes and chin. He was thinner from his journey — his

eyes were sunk into his face; his cheeks and jaw jutted. But his pain

was in his belly — anger in his throat, like roots strangling a rock. Even
with the battering, inexplicable sorrow in him made by Michol's laughter

just outside the door, Jared was certain that he wore the same mild pale

face that he had worn and barely noticed reflected in the wells of Jerusalem.

Getting up, he went out and wandered dully away from the house.

In the day's grey stillness all color and motion was muted. The bright

flowers were closed. As he walked away, Michol's laughter fell unheard

on the windless beach.

Returning at sunset, Jared could not hear the old man's singing

until he was by the rocks, nearly next to him.

"Commit your way to the Lord, trust in him, and he will act. He
will bring forth your vindication as the light and your right as the noonday."

Listening, Jared stood still and stared out at the darkening sea.

Each word of the old song spiralled slowly through him, like a leaf

falling. Dumbly, he stood while his mind murmured the words with the

praying man, as if they were words in a half-foreign tongue.

"Be still before the Lord, and wait patiently for him; fret not your-

self over him who prospers in his way, over the man who carries out

evil devices!"

Jared was cloaked and weighted with quiet — and exhaustion.

Lines of fire were ripping at his stomach, but he hardly felt them. His

eyes were like heavy stones in his head. He pressed his hands to them,

felt faint, and had to lean against a rock. He was nauseated, but did not

realize it. Dark was spreading from the sea over all the land and sky.

The old man was growing hoarse in the night mist singing, but he sang

on loudly. His gladness could not be mistaken. He sang in loud gladness

all the words of hope.

"Depart from evil, and do good, so shall you abide forever. For

the Lord loves justice; he will not forsake his saints."

Jared was hidden now in the darkness. The grandfather had not

seen him and turned, still unaware of him, at the prayer's end and went

into the house. Jared followed, came near the door and hesitating turned

away to walk in the darkness for a while. The sky rumbled uneasily.

As he walked, the old throbbing of pain increased. And as those

fires billowed in his weary flesh the words of the psalm spiralled up

through the scribe's mind — faster now, dancing like sparks in the dark

air. He quickened his stride; the pain quickened, trying to shake his

body into concentrating on his rotted stomach. In a furious rhythm, the
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words sucked in remembrances and twirled them like flames behind his

eyes. He slowed a bit. He had walked farther than he had been able to

since he had come to this place. But the piercing needle-dance of pain

and remembrance quickened.

"The wicked shall be cut off." Sophar's gossiping chewed Jared's

mind's ear. Ah, but Sophar was only small, not evil. And Bildad's lewd

remarks were little. But anger erupted from the scribe's pain. The prim

city cut at his mind. The dry pebbled plain, thirst, the sting of sand,

and older memories of numbed elbows and the dullness of patience, the

spareness of his old life, and pain always eating him sliced him to fury.

"Wait for the Lord and keep to his way, and he will exalt you."

Jared's breath came hard. He panted words half aloud. Weary now, but

driven on by the habit of walking he strode up the beach. Whence came

the exaltation for that old exile, robbed of family and goods at Gaza.

Where was the justice in Eliphaz' complacency? Why this pain? The

word beat in his mind. He stood still finally, feeling the ripping fever,

that hurt even his fingers, swelling up from his stomach. The close

grey sky, the dark air, the fog-moisture were all freighted with the beating

fire of pain. He had come to this. No word of logic or law could hold in

his mind; it was wound and filled with this screaming fire. No sight was

unblurred; all the stones, the land and the ocean vibrated with this

devouring torture.

"Lord, God, I long for death. See with eyes of flesh, God. I feel

only the pain of my own body. Is it for this I filled my mother's womb?
I have had no life, no woman, no child. I have lived in Your law and

You have left me empty. I was upright and You have broken me. Is this

Your justice, God? Men call it violence. I, too, am exiled, am old with-

out heirs; I cannot doubt Your power. You are not merciful as man is.

Deaf Lord, hear! Take back this breath and bone You have given — it is

worthless so drowned in fire. Take it!"

Twisted with weeping and shouting Jared threw his fist at the

rumbling sky. Lightning burst over the ocean; the scribe tried to shout

again, but choked. The rain started.

Water drove down wildly, suddenly. Winds rose out of sea and land

and sliced the waters into turmoil. Lightning slashed again. Jared

stood swaying, choking on salt and bile. The fisher's house was beyond

sight. Rain splashed, streamed, over him. His clothes hung heavy,

sodden. Wind beat hard rain against his back. In fury the storm battered

and soaked little man. Another storm tore at him from within. He fell

to his knees. A sucking stronger than the sea sucking pulled all his

stomach up to his throat and into his mouth. He vomited. The furious

rain washed over him.
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Jared screamed, weeping, feeling crushed between two huge forces.

Kneeling, shivered and shivering, torn — sunk into the flooded sand, the

man pressed himself farther into the sodden, yielding earth. The relent-

less falling beat the vomit into the sand and away. Prostrate, cold,

sand-mud to his mouth, rain dripping down his shoulders, lacing his

clothes to his trembling legs, he bowed before the storm. The angry

wind flayed him; his rotting stomach flogged harder. Rain, sand, tears

were washing his face. He dug, crab quick, into the slogged and trekken

sand — grabbing under his nails, eating his knuckles. He pressed his

white forehead on and into the black-browned wet, thrusting his arms

and half-clenched fingers deeper — burying them up to his elbows.

A great rush, a fountain gushed up out of him — oil-black, blacker

than the warring sea. Blood from his belly — black and bitter with salt

and pieces of himself. Then, out of the white tiredness, the lessening

of pain, sobs pushed up from his hard throat, came shaking his shoulders.

He flung himself back flat, feeling the rain shower away the sand on his

arms and head, the tears and vomit from his mouth. He lay feeling the

singular gritty prodding of each grain against his back, cheek, and leg.

Spitting sand, he shouted again to the sky. "I am afraid, God. Save

me. You are the Leviathan — I cannot unlock the doors of Your face."

The grandfather found him trudging, leaning through the rain. They

did not speak. Jared leaned on the old man and they managed their way
back to the house. Before they slept, the scribe carefully, most deliber-

ately, put his hands up on the man's bony shoulders and embraced him;

the old man nodded.

Jared slept the next day until almost evening. Battered, but strange-

ly refreshed, he rose and went out on the beach. The rain had washed

the air brilliant. The rocks and the sea stood in the gold end-sunlight

sharply etched and hard. Jared limped along the white sand stiff from

the storm. Michol skimmed back and forth bringing him kelp bulbs and a

wild flower. Blonde and bright in the gold glow as any yellow flower —

delicate, small and more running than any bright bird, she made psalms

in his eyes and mind. The remnant of a wind ruffled her light hair,

ruffling sadness and laughter in the scribe. Turning from her he walked

nearer the rocks, and found a sea bird lying still on the sand — killed in

the night storm, smashed against a rock. He picked it up, surprised at its

weight and its perfection. Not a twisted feather to show its injury.

Stroking its smooth bird-breast, he carried it down the beach and made
a grave in the sand.
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As he walked toward the house, he looked back to wave to the little

girl dancing on the beach. Her dog was jumping, yelping; she leapt

clapping her hands. The dog had found the buried bird and had it now

by one wing, trying to pull it from the sand. Quietly as sun on rocks,

Jared watched. Michol took the wing from the dog. The sun was behind

her. The rich end-light shone on and through the stretched bird wing;

lit the child's ruffled hair. Thunderheads were gathering the last light

into themselves. The sky promised crimson, rose, deep gold, purple —

searing colors that screamed like pain. But the muted white-gold through

the wing and onMichol's hair cut Jared more deeply than pain or promise.

A plan, unthought and inevitable, was tiding into him, stronger

than his inner fires. Now he must return to Jerusalem. From the west

he would bring dried fish for Eliphaz, stories for Sophar, this gold light

for Bildad. And stories made of journey and storm, the old man, the

donkey stench, the guide's song, and the ruffled line of surf on the edge

of the blue sea. Somehow he must take these stones back to the city;

somehow use them. His stomach burned. He wound one hand into his

belt and frowned his way into an idea. Perhaps a song, like David's

songs, or a story. He wanted, before his death, to see again the white-

ness of his city and somehow celebrate it. His anger and torment were

retwisted in him, and as he limped back to .the fisher's house, hearing

the wind scraping the beach in a high glad song, he, himself started

singing.
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